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Chapter 181: Mu Qian Liu side story (Part 1) 

Blade glow dyed with dust, it becomes mild and gentle in that moment. At the end of a crowd, the smile 

is still the same. ——Mu Qian Qiu. 

In my life, there has never been any worry. 

Until that day in a corner of the office. I looked down through the glass floor and saw a girl in a goose 

yellow sweater. 

Her hand was very fast and also very sharp. 

With my super 5.4 super vision, I saw her in game name. 

It was the same server as me and she played a male character named Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust. 

That name was not unfamiliar to me, but it also familiar. 

This was because she didn’t belong to a combat guild and she never hunted in the wild before. 

The only chance I had to face her was in the tournament a month ago. 

I always looked forward to that day, but in the final match, she had never appeared. 

I calculated it later on and she should have been working overtime that day. 

When we met again, it was in the twenty people [Rock Hammer Soldiers] battlefield. She was calm in 

the center battle circle, freely switching between forms and actually living under my calculated big 

move. 

This was my first loss since I started playing this game. But, this loss was given to her, I felt it was very 

worth it. 

I didn’t think anything at that time, I just thought about queuing for another battlefield. 

If I queued for another battlefield, perhaps I could see her again. 

As expected, the heavens didn’t betray me and gave me what I wished for. 

She and I were on the same side this time, I immediately planned on pulling her into my team. Putting 

Sweet Smile into the first part was completely a diversion because I didn’t want to give her any chance 

to decline. 

Even if she didn’t change to light form to heal me, I would protect her to the end. 

In this [Rock Hammer] battlefield, as long as I didn’t die, she wouldn’t die. 

After that, I saw Demonic Year Young Master argue with her in the horn channel for a Nurse. Demonic 

Year Young Master said that she stole her contracted, but her tone was always light, not confirming or 

denying it. 



I couldn’t guess what kind of person she was. She was clearly a cute girl, but she had everyone believe 

that she was a cold and overbearing man. 

I didn’t think of myself as a high profile person, so I just watched by the computer for now and didn’t 

immediately speak up for her. 

Only when Demonic Year Young Master brought a crowd to surround her in the Imperial Capital did I 

finally give up the so called principle. 

A single [Thousand Flashy Scattered Blades] to teach them how to be people! 

But I never thought that when Demonic Year Young Master kept slandering her, she actually said that 

she liked men…… 

So, was she saying that she liked me? 

In that moment, my emotions completely drowned out my mind and I sent a message on the cross 

server chat without even thinking. ——I’m waiting for you the Fox Contract Land. 

I didn’t know if she would come, but I hoped that she would. 

As fact showed, when she appeared in the Fox Contract Land, my heart couldn’t help skipping a beat. 

This kind of passionate feeling, it was my first time in this life. 

After I took her in my hand and made her my contracted, I felt that everything became much smoother. 

There was a sense of expectation each day when I went to the office. 

There were some times when I didn’t use my exclusive elevator to bump into her. There were some 

times when I would go to the design department to take a look at her. There were some times when I 

force her into making contact with me. 

For example, I clearly knew there were the Territory Battles tonight, but I made the design department 

work overtime. 

Actually, I just wanted to see her. I wanted to see her, hear her talk, let her come find me to take time 

off! 

In the end, she called me a black belly god, but she seemed quite right when I thought about it. 

  

Chapter 182: Mu Qian Liu’s side story (Part 2) 

The most pleasantly surprising thing was during that Territory Battle, when she suddenly logged off, she 

came back as a little cute loli. 

At that time, I was stunned. I felt in that moment that she was the most beautiful thing, as I lost myself 

to bliss. 

I personally watched that little loli kill into ten thousand troops, sending out skills as smooth as water, 

without pausing at all. I killed the enemy while paying attention to her movements, thinking about if I 

would have another chance to save the beauty. 



She was wearing female clothes, so I could truly be the hero saving the beauty. 

In the end, Demonic Year Young Master surrounded her and gave me this chance. 

It had to be said, I really did enjoy this kind of absolute slaughter and the feeling of protecting her by my 

side was just too beautiful. 

After that, we were finally meeting. 

I waited for this for a long time, but god suddenly played a joke on me. 

She was kidnapped! 

I was very anxious and very regretful. I was so anxious that I felt powerless and I regretted not 

personally going to pick her up. 

If it wasn’t for my mistakes, she wouldn’t have been in danger. 

But what filled me with endless surprise was that she had gone from the highway several dozen miles 

from here to appearing in the banquet hall. 

In that moment, she was wearing a white shirt with a vibrant pair of jeans and the white canvas shoes 

on her feet were very dazzling. She was like a seventeen year old girl heading around the campus for the 

first time. 

At that time, I felt an intense beating in my heart as my blood boiled. 

She revealed a faint smile and gave a somewhat shy introduction. I watched everything and when she 

said the four words Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, the entire stage exploded. 

The men all looked at her with different gazes. Worship, admiration, and even some had obsessed looks. 

My heart felt very uncomfortable looking at this. When the host wasn’t paying attention, I led her out of 

the banquet hall. 

That was my first time holding her hand. Her palm was warm and her fingers were a bit cold. 

I only had one feeling back then, determined to never let go of those hands. 

Then the only thing I could do was: Propose! 

I thought over that plan for a long time. I had to make it sweet and romantic, and it had to be creative. 

When we had a real connection in the game, that was where it all started. 

The master designer Ron from Paris, France combined his thoughts with the taste of «Heavenly 

Sword»’s outfits to create a wedding dress that was unique in this world. 

During the wedding, she asked me a very interesting question. It was about the gift being happiness 

candy in «Heavenly Sword». 

Actually I wanted to tell her that I lived freely with my money before, just living a happy and carefree 

life. 



The current me had her, I had to think about our life together! 

Extra: #Shock!! A CEO worth over a billion got married and in order to live a prosperous life, his wedding 

gift was happiness candy!# 

I am very glad that I played this game. It brought me the people I love and the most beautiful years of 

my life. 

Although I hated that she left before me, it was still good like this. She could peacefully lay in my arms, 

not need to feel the pain of leaving each other. 

Everything should be shouldered by me because I promised her that I would protect her forever. 

The seventh day after she left, I had a beautiful dream. 

It was on a bloody smoke covered battlefield, she stood in front of me in a snow white dress, looking so 

dazzling. 

We went hand in hand, killing in all directions. Countless people cheered for us, but I only had you in my 

eyes. 

And how fortunate I was, bringing you back to a beautiful city. 

It was like the light in the dark, a dream I never wanted to awaken from. 

  

Chapter 183: Little theater side story 

[Charge, charge! Kill, quickly pull the Flowing Light and then pull the Light Blade. Good! Very good, just 

like this! Charge, take Ancestral Dragon and win the game!] 

“……” 

[System: Is everyone satisfied with this system’s stage. You want to know who the system likes the most 

in this world? It’s definitely Great God Flashy Wind Reliant Sword, that commanding voice, how sexy!] 

“……” 

[Sorry, sorry! For our next topic, this week we will interview the most powerful, most handsome great 

god Mu Qian Liu with the darkest black belly from the «Game God» world. Next is the ten question and 

answer phase, please listen well!] 

[“Great God, Great God!”] The system excitedly shouted. 

“Un.” 

[……] Another label could be added to the great god, aloof! 

[“First question: You met on the battlefield as enemies the first time. In the end, why did you chase her 

without stop and not show a single trace of mercy?”] 

“Because I wanted her to remember me. After all, an enemy leaves a greater impression than a 

comrade.” 



[My god!] Don’t guess the thoughts of a black bellied god, you’ll never get it right! 

[“Second question: When you went into the cross server chat to ask her to make a contract with you, did 

the words of the onlookers make you feel awkward at all? (After all, she was playing as a male character 

at the time!)”] 

“Awkward? Can I say that I would stlll love her even if she was a man in real life?” 

Three dots appeared above the system’s head and it was petrified! 

[“Third question: Who do you hate the most in this world?”] 

“This, there’s quite a bit” 

[Ah? Σヽ(?Д?;)?] 

“Demonic Year Young Master, Life Written in Water, as well as that Only Love Young Master? Oh, that’s 

right, there is also Xiao Chun…… 

[God? Why are there so many people?] 

“Because I don’t know why they keep looking for my contracted. Can’t my contracted only needs to stay 

by my side and not see others?” 

[Yes, yes, you are the great god, everything you say is right! (=?Д?=)] 

The system couldn’t understand the heart of a black bellied person at all. It was afraid that if it said too 

much, it would receive a [Thousand Flashy Scattered Blades]. 

[“Fourth question: Did you like how she was in the game or how she was in real life more?”] 

“Of course it’s real life. In real life I can see her, hug her, kiss her, pamper her, sleep……Ke, ke, in short I 

like firmly keeping her by my side, after all, she is my contracted.” 

[……] 

This was being forced to eat dog food without any warning. The system: Can this segment be cancelled 

in the future! 

[“Fifth question: Did you feel any pressure from a love rival like Demonic Year Young Master?”] 

“He was a love rival? In my eyes, he was simply an enemy, no good words to be said at all.” 

[“Sixth question: Tell us something silly you’ve done before?”] 

“Un……Since I knew that she played the game, I always entered the battlefield when she logged in. It 

took me an entire ten days before I was queued in the same instance as her.” 

[As expected, the CEO really is free!] The system was very jealous! 

[“Seventh question: What do you think is the most handsome thing you’ve done?” 

“During the company tournament, when I used the [Blood Battle Art] in front of her.” 

[Ah, ah, ah, this system also feels the great god was very handsome then!] 



“After all, the only person in this world that can kill me is her.” 

The system’s aside: #520 has passed, can you not scatter dog food?# 

[“Eighth question: When do you think she was the most dazzling?”] 

“She had that white set at the anniversary celebration with those dazzling little white shoes, as well as 

her sweet smile.” 

[“Ninth question: Do you want to meet her again?”] 

“I will always meet her, right? No matter what identity it is, we will always meet.” 

[Un! The system knows!] Parting in order to meet again. 

[“Tenth question: Ke, ke, say something you want her to hear!”] 

“Life will never end, eternity will never betray us.” 

[The system makes a red hot announcement that the interview for the «Game God» world’s male lead 

Mu Qian Liu is over.] 

[Ding, congratulations on bringing a soul fragment into the Lead God Space. 4/100] 

  

Chapter 184: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 1) 

[Host, host.] 

The system called several times before Luo Qing Chen regained consciousness. 

So this world ended too!  As expected, she couldn’t bear to leave. 

[The host can choose to see what happened in the world after you died!  Yes/No.] 

“Ah, so you could do this.”  Luo Qing Chen thought about it.  After all, they had either died together or 

the other side died first in the other worlds, it seemed like she had never died first. 

“Yes.”  She nodded, making up her mind to take a look. 

White smoke filled the bronze mirror in the Chaos Space and then the scene after her death appeared in 

the mirror. 

She had been watching for less than ten seconds when tears appeared in her eyes. 

It was a dream like place.  There was a white fence and pink flowers.  There was a white laced cradle 

placed in a finely made box. 

She didn’t need to guess to know that it was filled with her ashes. 

He had told her before that if she ever left this world earlier than him, he definitely wouldn’t leave her 

to anyone and would guard her by himself. 

Wherever she went, wherever she settled, he would always be with her. 



That night, as he was in the rocking chair guarding her, he never would have thought that he wouldn’t 

wake up again. 

He was dreaming of the game world, the world where they met, where they learned of each other, and 

where they fell in love. 

After that, the image of the bronze mirror gradually faded.  Luo Qing Chen felt her sight also fade with 

the mirror. 

Before she could react, her tears came out first. 

[Has the host finished sorting out your emotions?] 

“Hu——”  After Luo Qing Chen let out a long breath, she said with a nod, “Continue.” 

She wanted to continue forward.  They would meet again, she was convinced of this. 

That person was waiting for her. 

[The following is a summary of the previous mission.  Host, please properly look over it.] 

Name: Luo Qing Chen 

World: «Game god’s explosive agreement» 

Mission completion rate: 60% (Deducted 300 experience points and 1000 exchange points.) 

Experience: 1000/10000 (Was 1300, but because of subpar performance, 300 was deducted.) 

Exchange points: 2900 (Was 4900, but 1000 was exchanged for points and because of subpar 

performance, 1000 was deducted.) 

Reward: Space and time freeze (One use) 

60% was really heartbreaking!  She knew why this was without even asking the system!  She didn’t finish 

the side mission! 

But although she didn’t help Ye Qing Mo obtain true love in a month, didn’t she still end up with Cold 

Moon a year after! 

She didn’t accept the 60%, alright?  But what choice did she have! 

Fine!  The exchange points were back to the same value as the last world, truly an old buddy! 

[The host’s fifth mission panel is below.] 

Experience: 1000/10000 

Appearance: 80/100 

Strength: 50/100 

Charm: 50/100 

Figure: 50/100 



[PS: Other than experience, all the basic values are only for this mission and are not related to other 

missions.] 

“Aiya!  Other that her face, this world’s female lead has such average stats!” 

[The face isn’t bad!  Is the host choosing to……] 

“Humph!  Not cute system!” 

After that, the image in the bronze mirror change. 

[Mission Grade: B] 

[Experience gained: 500.  Exchange points gained: 3000.  Skills: Mind control (One use).  Items: Beauty 

Pill (Pill that stops aging, limited to the space), one portable space expansion pack.] 

Female lead: Luo Qing Chen 

Male lead: Chu Nan Xian 

Supporting female lead: Qian Chu Yue 

Supporting male lead: Chu Bei Ye 

Mission content: [Return to six months before the female lead died and obtain the love of the male host 

Chu Nan Xian.] 

“An ancient king, there is a transmigration feel to this!”  Luo Qing Chen giggled, showing her excitement. 

[Memories are currently being imported now.  Host, please secure yourself.] 

“……” 

  

Chapter 185: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 2) 

It had to be said, after seriously taking the original host’s memories, Luo Qing Chen felt that everything 

was done herself, she couldn’t blame anyone. 

The original host was the jewel of General Luo’s hand.  When she was young, she became lost in a valley 

when she was playing and was saved by the male lead Chu Nan Xian before being sent back safely. 

For the years after that, the original host kept searching for the person who saved her, but found now 

clues. 

Up until the supporting male lead Chu Bei Ye appeared.  He made the female lead mistakenly believe 

that the one who saved her back then was the King Chu Manor’s Bei Ye. 

The supporting male lead had heard the stories from his little brother and the person in his heart, so he 

had some understanding. 

After that, on the night of the Lantern Festival, he heard the same story. 

He never thought that the other side would be General Luo’s most beloved daughter, Luo Qing Chen. 



The supporting male lead Chu Bei Ye hated his little brother.  He was clearly King Chu’s eldest son, so 

why wasn’t he that important to King Chu. 

His little brother Chu Nan Xian had been weak since he was young, deeply receiving King Chu’s love. 

It was all because Chu Nan Xian’s mother was King Chu’s beloved princess consort.  Although she had 

been deceased for several years, it didn’t take away King Chu’s thoughts and love for her. 

Chu Bei Ye was filled with hate, he hated how unfair this world was. 

Therefore, not long after Chu Nan Xian was born, Chu Bei Ye and his mother who wasn’t loved worked 

together to poison him with a Blood Gu Insect.  They thought they could take his life, but they never 

thought that his mother would bring him out of King Chu’s Manor, leaving only a single note saying that 

she was going to look for a famous doctor. 

What they never expected was that after half a month, he actually came back alive. 

Chu Bei Ye and his mother didn’t dare believe it, but they had to believe it. 

The Blood Gu Insect was the strongest poison in the world, but Chu Nan Xian had lived through it. 

It could only be said that he was destined to live. 

But Chu Bei Ye never stopped thinking about causing his death.  He instead took proper steps and 

thought of ways to kill him. 

It was only a pity that he failed each time. 

His only success was that Chu Nan Xian was that ‘natural enemy of marriage’.  When his sixth princess 

consort had died, King Chu had finally become unhappy with him. 

After all, because of Chu Nan Xian, the King Chu Manor was regarded by the citizens like hell.  As long as 

a new wife came in, she would strangely die in three days. 

And from the autopsies, it showed that the girls who had married in were all virgins.  There was a 

rumour among the citizens that Chu Nan Xian was a devil. He didn’t really marry girls, he just did it to kill 

them. 

Of course, this was all accredited to the supporting male lead Chu Bei Ye. 

He couldn’t kill Chu Nan Xian, but that didn’t mean he couldn’t kill his princess consorts. 

However, when King Chu planned on finding another princess consort for Chu Nan Xian, the supporting 

male lead couldn’t sit still. 

This was because this time King Chu wanted to marry the girl the King Chu Manor had raised Qian Chu 

Yue to him. 

What King Chu didn’t know was that Chu Bei Ye had been the one Qian Chu Yue loved since she was 

young. 

Chu Bei Ye naturally knew, therefore he wasn’t willing to let Qian Chu Yue marry the weak fool who had 

been ‘sick’ his entire life. 



He didn’t allow it and wasn’t willing to accept it. 

But no one dared to go against King Chu’s orders. 

After deep thought, he actually thought of a plan. 

He had shamelessly contacted the original host a few years ago, telling the original host that he was the 

one who had saved her. 

The original host had not doubts after hearing the story and had completely given out her heart. 

But she never thought that Chu Bei Ye was just using her. 

After King Chu finished setting a date for his little brother Chu Nan Xian’s wedding, Chu Bei Ye begged 

King Chu to engage himself to the original host from the General Luo’s Manor, making his little brother 

Chu Nan Xian’s wedding even more exciting. 

King Chu was overjoyed when he heard about Luo Qing Chen.  He had already wanted to be good friends 

with the Luo Family, only he had never found an opportunity. 

This time, the timing was just right. 

So Chu Bei Ye courted the original host and their wedding was quickly organized. 

King Chu listened to Chu Bei Ye’s suggestion and put the wedding of his two sons on the same day. 

But he never thought that Chu Bei Ye’s real goal was to ‘switch the brides’. 

  

Chapter 186: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 3) 

So with the careful planning of the supporting male lead Chu Bei Ye, the ‘switching the bride’ plan was 

perfectly executed on the wedding night. 

When the morning came, the rice had already been cooked.  Although King Chu was so angry that he 

killed all the related people, he had no choice but to accept this mistake for the sake of face. 

So, the original host became Chu Nan Xian’s seventh princess consort. 

And Qian Chu Yue became Chu Bei Ye’s princess consort. 

If they had ended this matter here, it would have been the right mistake! 

Chu Bei Ye told the original host that everything that happened was a trick by Chu Nan Xian.  He just 

wanted to kill her, after all, Chu Nan Xian had already killed his last six princess consorts. 

The original host already liked Chu Bei Ye, so she believed him. 

After that, the original host was filled with hatred towards Chu Nan Xian.  Chu Bei Ye told the original 

host that as long as his little brother died, he could marry her and even run away with her. 

The original host made her mind.  Not only did she help Chu Bei Ye slowly poison Chu Nan Xian with his 

tea each night, she often coldly taunted Chu Nan Xian, looking down on him. 



But even like this, Chu Nan Xian pampered her more and more.  Making a garden for her, reciting poetry 

for her, buying new clothes for her, and even making an entire palace for her. 

After all, she was the only princess consort that didn’t ‘die’ from being with him. 

Although Chu Nan Xian knew clearly why his previous six princess consorts died so quickly and why the 

original host didn’t die. 

He also knew that the original host was Chu Bei Ye’s person. 

But the original host was a kind hearted person, being made of flesh and blood.  As she spent more time 

with Chu Nan Xian, she felt that he wasn’t as despicable as Chu Bei Ye said he was. 

Other than his body being a bit weak, he was quite a good person…… 

When her heart was swaying, Chu Bei Ye seized the chance of King Chu being sick to personally visit her 

to give her a poisoned dagger.  He wanted her to use their shared room to kill Chu Nan Xian. 

Without any choice, the original believed that Chu Bei Ye would marry her in the end, she plunged the 

dagger down. 

The sky was covered in a storm that night.  She gritted her teeth as she plunged the dagger into Chu Nan 

Xian, but tears fell from her eyes. 

In that instant, she was filled with regret. 

But Chu Bei Ye didn’t give her time to regret at all.  He charged into their palace and sent the original 

host to death row on the crime of being an assassin, waiting for her fall. 

But he never would have thought and never calculated that Chu Nan Xian with only a breath left would 

still be alive. 

He used his final bit of strength to save the original host and escorted her to safety. 

That night, the stars were shining in the night and sparks soared into the sky from the King Chu 

Manor.  The original host didn’t know how Chu Nan Xian had destroyed the entire King Chu Manor 

alone, she only knew that the sky was filled with sparks and not a single person was left alive in the King 

Chu Manor. 

That included the male lead Chu Nan Xian. 

The original host’s heart was filled with guilt and a faint love that she had never felt for the male lead 

before.  On the seventh day Chu Nan Xian died, she died from the depression in her heart. 

As for that, her guilt and love combined to enter the Chaos Space, allowing the original host Luo Qing 

Chen to appear. 

Luo Qing Chen looked around and found a back yard filled with begonias, countless precious items, and 

beautiful red leaves.  It was so beautiful that people couldn’t look away from it. 

System, the original host said that she regretted it after finishing everything! 

[Yes.] 



Not worth sympathizing with at all! 

[It doesn’t matter if you sympathize or not, the host just needs to finish the mission.] 

Abusing this kind of supporting female lead and supporting male lead is the main mission, alright?  If it 

was said that there was still some saving the original host, there is no need to tolerate these two pieces 

of trash.  Alright, let’s not talk about this anymore. Tell me, what is the male lead’s affection for the 

original host? 

[Host, it is the seventh day since you’ve married into the King Chu Manor.  The male host’s affection for 

the original host is now at 20%.] 

Luo Qing Chen’s heart couldn’t help trembling when she heard the system tell her the affection.  He 

could treat the original host this well with only 20%, then wouldn’t he give her the heavens if he was at 

100%? 

  

Chapter 187: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 4) 

Luo Qing Chen stood up from the stone bench in the yard and walked forward.  Before she even reached 

the palace, she saw Qian Chu Yue. 

Yo!  Isn’t this the legendary supporting female lead? 

She was wearing a set of light yellow clothes, looking so arrogant that it made people want to slap her 

right away. 

“Aiya, isn’t this little sister Qing Chen?  Have you been good the past few days? Elder sister thinks you 

look quite haggard.”  Halfway through her words, she deliberately leaned over and whispered behind a 

fan, “Could it be, ha, ha, young master Nan’s weak body can satisfy little sister?” 

As soon as her voice fell, there was an enchanting smile that was revealed. 

As expected, this kind of retard isn’t missing from any plane! 

“Does it matter to you?”  Luo Qing Chen said with cold eyes. 

“You——”  Qian Chu Yue clearly never thought that Luo Qing Chen would be this direct.  She had 

thought that with how radiant she was, it would definitely make her jealous. 

After all, she was very clear that Luo Qing Chen loved her husband, Chu Bei Ye! 

And it was a love without any cure. 

“You are feeling bad, so I won’t argue with you.  It’s getting late, if I go back a bit later, young master Bei 

will be worried.”  There was a proud look in her eyes, as if she was saying that the man you loved only 

belongs to me. 

“Does it matter to me?”  She gave a soft laugh and gave a shrug, revealing an uncaring look on her face. 

Was there a problem!  How was this related to her at all 



With these simple five words, Qian Chu Yue was so angry that her face turned red. 

But the worst thing was that she couldn’t refute it at all! 

Qian Chu Yue just gave a strong stomp before heading off. 

Luo Qing Chen behind her narrowed her eyes.  This kind of idiotic supporting female lead, couldn’t she 

be taken care of in a few minutes? 

She slightly looked up and saw it was getting late.  In order to progress on her mission, she had to find 

the male lead first! 

Before she even reached the Heart Palace, her footsteps slowly became louder.  What entered her eyes 

was Chu Nan Xian’s figure. 

It had to be said, he really was good looking.  Although he was a bit weak, that didn’t weaken his 

handsome face at all.  There was a gentle glow that shined on his kind face, making it look like it was 

covered in moonlight. 

She was a bit stunned, silently complaining about the original host’s eyes. 

She didn’t love this kind of man and actually loved dreg like Chu Bei Ye? 

“Nan Xian——”  She looked up slightly and walked towards him. 

Chu Nan Xian heard this and his heart skipped a beat.  This was her first time calling his name and she 

didn’t use his surname. 

“You…..”  Chu Nan Xian’s body trembled and a doubtful look appeared in his eyes.  It wasn’t like he 

didn’t know who sent this seventh princess consort of his, but he wasn’t willing to rip it apart. 

After all, the first time he saw her, he had recognized her. 

Who would have thought that time passed so quickly.  After all this time, she had actually forgotten 

about him. 

But so what?  It was good that he remembered.  For the heavens to bring her to his side, wasn’t that a 

kind of fate? 

“What are you thinking?”  Luo Qing Chen walked up beside him and reached her slender white jade 

hands to wave in front of his stunned eyes.  She said with a faint smile, “Let’s go back to the Tang Palace 

for dinner, I’m so hungry!” 

Chu Nan Xian’s breath stopped as he looked right at her.  There was a plum leaf crabtree behind her as 

well as an orange sunset lit sky.  Her eyes were clear without any worry and there was a faint smile on 

her lips. 

It was like a spring breeze, it was like a beam of light that shined right through his heart. 

Why did she suddenly change from her incomparably cold appearance to…… 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten.  Mission completion rate is now 30%.] 



  

Chapter 188: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 5) 

Damn!  My powerful system, shouldn’t this be a C grade mission!  Why do I feel it’s a bit too easy to 

complete! 

[Host, please don’t doubt the missions the system gives you, the missions will get harder and 

harder.  The system warns the host to remember that you are changing the fate of the male lead and 

also changing the ending to this story.] 

When the system said this, Luo Qing Chen’s heart filled with a trace of worry.  The system had never said 

that she was changing the ending before, there must be a reason for it saying it this time…… 

“Alright.”  He gave a slight nod.  Although his face was a bit pale,  it still looked good with that smile. 

He never walked side by side with her before, he had always silently followed behind her.  He was like a 

knight, protecting her. 

There weren’t many people in the Heart Palace, there were just some pretty and obedient maids. 

When they walked in, one of the maids said to her, “Princess consort Qing, there is someone looking for 

you in the side palace.” 

Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows before giving a nod.  She said to Chu Nan Xian behind her, “I’ll be 

back soon.” 

“Un.”  He nodded while looking into her clear eyes, but there was a layer of mist that secretly filled his 

eyes. 

In the end she kept acting. 

She guessed that the guest didn’t have good intentions and as expected. 

“Princess consort Qing, this is the medicine from my master for the next seven days.  Young master said 

that he is waiting for your good news.” There was a sinister smile on Yu He’s lips. 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and took the medicine.  She said with a faint smile, “Definitely, definitely.” 

After Yu He left, she put the medicine in her sleeve.  She would have a use for this in the future! 

After all, the thing she loved to do the most was giving other people their own medicine!  Otherwise, 

unless they felt the pain that she felt before, it would be a wasted trip into this world. 

Returning to the Heart Palace, Luo Qing Chen learned from the original host and went to pour a cup of 

flower tea.  She placed a few begonia petals that she had picked before coming back in and put in a few 

spoonfuls of honey. 

Although she didn’t know if it tasted good, it did smell very fragrant. 

She went into the hall with the pot of flower tea and sat down beside him while saying, “This is the 

begonia tea that I just made, it should taste good.  I heard Nian Nian say that you like sweet tea, so I put 

a bit of honey in it.” 



As soon as she finished and before he could speak, she poured a cup of tea for him while saying, “Try 

it?” 

He looked up slightly into her clear eyes without any scruples and his heart ached.  After she married 

him, she didn’t say more than three sentences each day. Only when she made his tea before dinner did 

her eyes soften a bit. 

He deeply knew why since after all, she wanted him to die.  He was proficient in medicine, how could he 

not know there was a slow acting poison in the tea each day? 

Only, he didn’t want to rip open the curtain. 

After all, when he was dying that year, his mother had brought him out of the king’s palace and brought 

him to an ancient and mysterious Evil Monarch’s Court. 

The old palace head gave him a precious Poison Evading Divine Pill, curing the poisonous Blood Gu 

Insect in his body.  Since then, he had been immune to all poisons. 

As for the price, he had left behind his two souls and six spirits, becoming the new head of the palace 

with another body. 

The rumours among the citizens said: For the Evil Monarch, using items to exchange for items, using 

lives to exchange for lives.  This was a place where anything could be exchanged for, the palace head 

was a mysterious and powerful existence. 

Chu Bei Ye thought that his body was weak because of the Blood Gu Insect, but that was not the case. 

It was because there was only one soul and one spirit left in Chu Nan Xian’s body. 

“Thank you——”  A helpless bitter smile appeared on his lips, but he still took the cup and drank it all. 

After that, his body trembled and a shattered glow appeared in his eyes. 

This cup of tea, there actually wasn’t the slow acting poison from the past few days…… 

“What is it, does it not taste good?”  Luo Qing Chen saw he was stunned and poured a cup of tea for 

herself with a frustrated look. 

She thought about it before saying while pouting her lips, “It seems like there’s too much honey……” 

[Ding, affection has increased by five.  Mission completion rate is now 35%.] 

  

Chapter 189: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 6) 

“No…..No.” Chu Nan Xian shook his head. His slender fingers took the teapot to pour another cup and he 

said with a smile after draining the cup, “It’s very good.” 

He was filled with a bit of joy. Without knowing why, she actually changed…… 

Chu Nan Xian had a moment of joy in his heart. It was like this was a dream, a sweet dream. 



“It seems like Nian Nian really understands you!” Luo Qing Chen saw his embarrassed expression and 

deliberately looked at the maid Nian Nian to the side, as she teased her. 

“Princess consort Qing, Nian Nian doesn’t dare.” Nian Nian was scared by her and her face instantly 

turned pale as she quickly tried to explain. 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and said with a faint smile, “I’m just teasing you! That’s right, I heard the 

servants say that King Chu will be hosting a hunt in the Pine Mound Mountains tomorrow?” 

According to the memory of the original host, there was indeed this hunt. The original host urged Chu 

Nan Xian to go and he didn’t want to go, but he still went under the original host’s pestering. 

In her memory, if she didn’t remember wrong, Chu Bei Ye almost took Chu Nan Xian’s life during the 

Pine Mound Mountain hunt. 

If it wasn’t for the maid Nian Nian blocking the arrow for him, he would have died then. 

“Yes!” Nian Nian obediently nodded and said, “It’s a pity that young master Nan can’t go.” 

“Why can’t you go?” Luo Qing Chen looked at Chu Nan Xian and said, “How can you win if you don’t 

go?” 

“Qing Chen——” Chu Nan Xian’s brows knit slightly and a sense of disappointment appeared in his 

heart. 

He didn’t care about the eyes of people in the past, but now there was a sense of wanting to protect 

her. 

“Relax, relax, we’re just going for fun.” She gave a soft wink at him and pursed her lips into a smile. 

But if the heavens gave her another chance, she definitely wouldn’t go to this Pine Mound Mountain 

hunt. 

The system was right, the ending had already unknowingly began to change. 

Even though she hated this kind of change. 

– 

Early next morning, Luo Qing Chen put on a set of male clothes suitable for riding. Chu Nan Xian was 

dressed in a long white robe. He loved white, there was a feeling of not being stained by dirt that made 

him look dazzling. 

“Truly handsome.” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips as she looked at him, as her heart couldn’t help filling 

with love. 

No wonder the maids of the King Chu Manor couldn’t help staying when they passed the Heart Palace, 

Chu Nan Xian wasn’t a normal kind of handsome. 

It was a face that could mesmerize thousands of girls. 

It wasn’t strange, there were already princess consorts who died, but people still wanted to marry him. 



As expected, being good looking is having capital! 

“Qing Qing, are you talking about you or me?” Chu Nan Xian picked up a wooden comb beside the 

mirror and slowly helped her comb her thousands of strands of black hair. 

He was a very casual person. Although he was King Chu’s son and had been given a title by a royal edict, 

he rarely called himself this king. 

Whether it was towards her or towards Nian Nian. 

She suddenly stood up and gave a mischievous smile, “Of course it’s you!” 

“But I think Qing Qing looks the best……” His face turned a bit red in shyness and his lips curled into a 

faint dazzling smile. 

She also smiled at him. A begonia flower drifted in through the window, making the silent scene look 

beautiful. 

“Master, princess consort Qing, we should set off!” Nian Nian’s voice came from outside. 

Luo Qing Chen softly hooked Chu Nan Xian’s arm and gave him a sweet smile before walking out. 

Chu Nan Xian was stunned, but after a few seconds, he turned his hand to hold her hand. 

She just felt a warm feeling coming through her palm, giving her a deep sensation. 

When they reached the King Chu Manor, she saw this world’s supporting male lead, Chu Bei Ye. 

He was wearing a set of purple robes, giving people a majestic feeling. Standing beside him in a goose 

yellow dress was Qian Chu Yue. 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes only accidentally passed over Chu Bei Ye, not staying on him for a single second. 

Chu Bei Ye was stunned. When she normally saw him, her eyes would always stay on him. 

Not only was she sweetly hooking arms with Chu Nan Xian, she didn’t even spare him a glance. 

His heart filled with dissatisfaction and immediately wanted to find a sense of existence. 

  

Chapter 190: Weak king’s seventh princess consort (Part 7) 

“Has little brother Xian’s body been better lately? Pine Mound Mountain is in the cold north and the 

wind is so strong!” Chu Bei Ye’s expression changed into a kind of taunting smile as he looked at Chu 

Nan Xian and spoke. 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and her lips slightly raised as she said, “Naturally I’ll take care of our young 

master, young master Bei does not need to worry.” 

She could clearly sense Chu Bei Ye’s eyes turning cold. A pair of wide eyes looked at her with a bit of 

disbelief. 



How could this be possible? How could something like this come out of her mouth? Didn’t she like him 

the most? Didn’t she always stick to him like a fly whenever she saw him? 

Why was it that she suddenly changed positions. She had a slight smile, but she was so far from him. 

“Young master Bei, let’s go into the carriage.” Qian Chu Yue on the side couldn’t take Chu Bei Ye’s eyes 

staring at Luo Qing Chen. She pouted her lips and spoke from a side with a charming voice. 

Chu Bei Ye saw King Chu come over and couldn’t say anything else, so he got into the carriage with a 

cold snort. 

“Qing Qing, are we really going?” Chu Nan Xian was obviously worried, “I’m not afraid of me being in 

danger, I’m just afraid I can’t protect you.” 

There was a trace of worry on his face. Although his last six princess consorts were all killed by Chu Bei 

Ye, he didn’t feel any pain at all. Perhaps it was because he only had a single soul and spirit, but at best 

he could only hope they passed on safely. 

But she was different. She was like the petal of a begonia flower, being blown to his side by a spring 

breeze without any warning. 

He would become weaker whenever it became night, he couldn’t even lift up a basin of water. How 

could he protect her like this…… 

“Don’t worry, I’ll protect you.” Luo Qing Chen gave him a carefree wink as she spoke, “Whoever dares 

bully you, I’ll bully them!” 

Was there a problem? It didn’t matter if she couldn’t win, she had the system! 

[Host, you think of the system only at this time!] 

Thinking of you at other times is no use and I don’t like you! 

[……] The host only knows how to bully this system all day now! 

The carriage was bumpy the entire way, so she leaned against him, listening to the system telling her 

that he was the pavilion head of the [Evil Monarch’s Court]. 

Even the original host didn’t know about this matter, so there were no memories of it in her mind. 

System, so what you mean to tell me is that when he sleeps, the two souls and six spirits in another 

body will wake up? 

[The Evil Monarch’s Court’s pavilion head only has souls and spirits and no actual body. Therefore even 

if he is very strong, he can’t take a single step out of the pavilion.] 

Only having souls and spirits? Then why did the old pavilion head choose him to become the new 

pavilion head? 

[That is because the old pavilion head is his grandfather. If it wasn’t for this relationship, how could the 

Blood Gu Insect’s poison be cured at such a low price?] 

How can his three souls and seven spirits become whole again? 



[The person he loves most in this live, using their blood as a sacrifice.] 

Luo Qing Chen’s goosebumps stood up after hearing the last four words and didn’t keep asking. 

Although she really wanted to help Chu Nan Xian return to having a normal person’s body, as long as she 

stayed by his side, wouldn’t he be able to live a happy life still?” 

“Master, princess consort Qing, we’re here.” The moment Nian Nian opened the curtains, her face 

turned red. 

Luo Qing Chen was currently in Chu Nan Xian’s embrace, sleeping very deeply. 

When she heard Nian Nian’s voice, she rubbed her eyes and looked up at Chu Nan Xian. 

She saw that one hand was swollen and unable to move and beads of sweat on his face, but his eyes 

were as gentle as calm water. 

He raised his other hand to softly fix her hair as he said in a warm voice, “Are you still tired?” 

 


